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“You walk into a retail store,
whatever it is, and if there’s a
sense of entertainment and
excitement and electricity, you
want to be there.”

SCALING: PLANNING YOUR MARKET EXPANSION OPTIONS

– Howard Schultz,
Chairman and CEO Starbucks
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Three decades ago, Howard Schultz
ventured into the coffee retail
game – with his eye on a particular
bullseye: To enhance the personal
relationship between people and
their coffee. Today, he’s running,
arguably, the world’s most beloved
retail outlets – worth in the region
of $3 billion. But it wasn’t an easy
path to the top – and when it comes
to staying up there he sees a tepid
landscape ahead:
“The evolving social and
digital media platforms and
highly innovative and relevant
payment capabilities are
causing seismic changes
in consumer behaviour and
creating equally disruptive
opportunities for business.”
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The path to purchase is
completely different today than it
was pre-Internet. Consumers can
find anything their heart’s desire,
anywhere in the world, and have
that item in their hands with a
few clicks of a mouse or taps at a
touchscreen device.

SCALING: PLANNING
YOUR MARKET
EXPANSION OPTIONS
Where do you start your market expansion moves, and which tactics suit you best?
The reality is that there’s no plug-and-play strategy for success in today’s business
landscape, but there are tried-and-tested market expansion strategies that will aid
you in determining the best ways to expand your product offering within your market.
Generally, there are two ways that this can be done:

1. SELL MORE OF YOUR EXISTING PRODUCTS
The world’s leading retailers grow
their revenues by selling more and
more of their existing products.
“Increasing current product
sales is one of the easiest,
and least risky options
because you already know
your customer base. You
sell to them every day,”
says nChannel Incorporated
marketing analyst, Jillian
Knox.
But to do this, you will need
to do the following:
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○○ Expand your market reach: To sell more
of your existing products you will need to
expand your market reach so that you can
access more customers.
○○ Increase how much your existing
customers buy from you. This can be
achieved through new pricing strategies,
limited-offer promotions, and loyalty
programmes. You’ll need to test out
different ways that encourage repeat
purchases from customers.
○○ Increase the number of first-time buyers.
Chances are, you don’t own 100% of
your market and this means there’s an
opportunity for your independent retail
business to sell to more customers in your
market who have the potential to buy from
you. Leveraging new marketing techniques
will assist to attract more first-time
buyers.
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2. SELL NEW PRODUCTS

Another strategy is to sell new products to your existing customer base, and, as you take
on new products, you will also be accessing new market segments as well. Some of the
strategies you could implement include:

○○ Update your current range of
products. Think about how Apple
makes slight tweaks to their iPhone
range every year – in between the
new model launches. This tactic can
encourage customers to make new
purchases when they wouldn’t have
otherwise.
○○ Offer new extensions for existing
products. For example, if you
sell smartphones, you could
stock new protective cases, highend earphones, or other trendy
accessories that are made exclusively
for your range of in-stock phones
as an upsell. This can increase your
sales by giving customers more
items to buy.
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○○ Introduce entirely new products that
complement your existing products. If
you run a beauty brand that specialises in
lipstick, for example, you can introduce a
new eyeshadow, blush, or even shampoo
line. “These products still fit within the
beauty category, but offer something new
for your brand loyal customers to try,” adds
Knox. This approach enables you to also tap
into new customer segments that you didn’t
previously sell to.

4. CHANNEL EXPANSION: AN ECOMMERCE STRATEGY

3. OPEN MORE OUTLETS
Another tactic that leads to revenue
growth for companies is to open up
a new location. But, expanding your
channels through the opening of a new
location needs to be approached with a
sound strategy in place.
“Opening up a new location
helps expose your products to
new people, which can lead to
more sales. Retailers can open a
new online or physical store, try
selling on online marketplaces, or
expand to different geographies.
It can be overwhelming to decide
which channel is right for your
business because there is a lot of
risk involved if it doesn’t end up
being profitable,” Knox says.
To ensure you’re making the right
investment choices when it comes to

opening a new shop, take the advice
of Chip Averwater, author of Retail
Truths: The Unconventional Wisdom of
Retailing, into account:
“No significant project, investment,
or financial plan can be wise without
consideration of its effects on cash.
Expansions, added locations and
staff additions often have exciting
potential for profit, but their allure is
a dangerous trap if you can’t afford
their cash flow implications.”
If you put together a cash flow
projection, you can calculate whether
it will actually be worthwhile opening
up a new location – or if would be wiser
to look at other, more cash-effective
market expansion strategies, such as
channel expansion into eCommerce.

Another way that you can increase your
revenue is to leverage the Internet.
But, to successfully implement an
eCommerce strategy you will need the
right resources, and skills in place. Knox
explains that you can’t just flip a switch
and become an e-retailer:

EXAMINE THE PROS AND CONS FIRST FOR YOUR
RETAIL BUSINESS BEFORE ROLLING OUT AN
ECOMMERCE STRATEGY:
THE PROS
○○ In comparison to acquiring retail space,
building an online eCommerce platform
is relatively low-cost.
○○ Internet retail also provides businesses
with more flexibility too, especially
if there is a sudden downturn in the
economy.
○○ Information technology systems can link
an online order-entry system directly
to your business’s inventory tracking
system so that you know exactly how
many items you have in stock and when
you should reorder.
○○ You can reach a worldwide customer
audience through e-commerce, and
offer convenience to customers who can
browse product reviews and place orders
at their leisure.
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“You have to reorient your processes,
you have to update your staff, and you
have to invest in technologies that
support and coordinate this complex
online environment.”
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THE CONS
○○ You could experience a greater volume
of product returns because your
customers didn’t get the product they
wanted (or it was damaged during
delivery).
○○ Product returns will reduce net sales,
which can play havoc when it comes to
profitability.
○○ Additional delivery costs can also put
certain customers off, while others
may not be comfortable with the
security of online transactions.
○○ Customers may prefer to physically see
and touch your product, and so may be
less inclined to purchase online.
○○ Your online store will be competing
with thousands of other online retail
outlets, such as Amazon and eBay.

KEY EXPANSION
CONSIDERATIONS
THAT YOU MUST
MAKE

Regardless of whether your market expansion
strategy is offline or online, you need to know that
twice as many ‘stores’ don’t necessarily mean twice
as much profit—as Averwater explains in his book:
“Opening more stores is in the DNA of
retailers. It’s irresistibly logical that a
successful store – a proven and profitable
retail concept – could
be easily replicated. After all, you’re selling
the same products, using the same methods,
with similar operating systems. You even have
the benefit of economy of scale for inventory.”

RUNNING MULTIPLE STORES
REQUIRES A DIFFERENT SET OF SKILLS
If you’re going to open another location,
you need to expand your management
capabilities. Develop tactics for each
location and ensure that the customer
experience in your new store is the
same as your original store. Disjointed
operations can lead to disgruntled
customers, and instead of growing
your business, you might end up
alienating your target market by trying
to grow too quickly. Also, operating a
chain is very different from building
your original.
“A single-store operator sees firsthand everyday what’s broken, what
could operate better, who needs help
and training, what work is behind
and what new opportunities are
emerging,”
Averwater describes.
“A multiple-store owner doesn’t
see the problems and opportunities
directly; they have to infer them from
numbers and reports, and attempt to
influence them remotely.”

But, Averwater warns that second and third stores are
rarely as profitable as the original; and in fact, often experience loss and potentially even failure.
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HOW YOU CAN EXPAND EFFECTIVELY?

While it might seem like growing your retail footprint will be the most challenging
thing you’ll ever experience, it’s not all stress-inducing news – particularly if you
leverage technology.

1. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
○○ Using digital inventory management systems, you can have greater control
when opening up multiple stores.
○○ A robust inventory management strategy can enable you to keep track of which
products you have on-hand or ordered, while you save yourself the effort of
having to do an inventory recount to ensure your records are accurate.
○○ A good inventory management system also helps you save money that could
otherwise be wasted on slow-moving products.

FINANCING YOUR
GROWTH
You can’t embark on any project,
investment or market expansion strategy
without considering its effects on your
cash-in-hand. You’ll need to produce a
cash flow projection to ensure that you
have enough money in the bank, or access
to the right amount of capital, to ensure
your moves are successful moves.
Averwater believes that a good cash flow
projection will serve as your feasibility
study. It will highlight how much of an
opportunity your store can afford to chase,

2. INTEGRATED PAYMENTS SYSTEMS WITH YOUR
POINT OF SALE PLATFORM
○○ With an integrated payment processing solution, you get much more than a
simple payment transaction made with a credit card.
○○ A point-of-sale terminal equipped with integrated payment processing tools
lets you increase acceptance of multiple forms of credit cards – and even

“A business investment that
promises high profit has little
value if the profit remains stuck in
inventory, receivables, equipment,
or any other necessities of your
business.”

mobile payments with super-fast transaction approvals in a safe and secure
manner.
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When companies grow, money flows
out faster than flows in, and you need
to be prepared for this as you embark
on your market expansion strategy.
You need be fully cognisant of your
finances before you pull the growthtrigger.
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show how resilient you will be in the face
of an economic downturn, where your
creditors and investors stand in terms of
receiving their cash, and (ultimately) when
you will be able to unlock some profit from
the expansion.
It’s most important to remember that
‘profit’ has no value if you can’t tangibly
see it in your bank account as cash.
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HOW SURESWIPE
CAN ASSIST YOU
CASH ADVANCE FROM SURESWIPE
Need working capital to expand your business? Secure cash flow when you need
it the most. What if you need to secure retail stock at a great price, but don’t have
money in the bank to buy today? With CASH ADVANCE from Sureswipe, you have
access to funding when you really need it. Unlike traditional short-term loans
that require you to fill in reams of paperwork (and submit reams more), Sureswipe’s CASH ADVANCE is ready for use in your account within 10 days.

THE BENEFITS OF CASH ADVANCE
THROUGH SURESWIPE:
○○ You can expand your brand footprint
through additional outlets without
going to a bank or traditional
○○ Finance your additional delivery

money lender.
○○ Why not re-vamp and upgrade your
store to attract new customers to
keep ahead of the competition?

traditional vehicle finance.
○○ CASH ADVANCE offers flexible
repayment terms.

○○ It can keep you afloat during
challenging off-peak retail seasons.

○○ No asset security is required for a

1. If you’re in need of cash, you simply
send us a CASH ADVANCE request
with your six-month average card
turnover and FICA documents.
2. Once you’re vetted and approved,
you’ll receive up to 100% of
your future card sales in your
account based on your historic
transactional activity.
3. There is no fixed payback term
and repayment percentage is
variable depending on your
business’s transactional volume.
The outstanding loan percentage is
monitored daily and reviewed every
two weeks.
4. You’ll also be eligible for additional
finance once you’ve paid back 60%
of your initial CASH ADVANCE.

With flexible repayments, you can
ensure greater control over your
cash flow. A percentage of your
transactional revenue intake is
used to offset your debt, so you
don’t have large fixed premiums to
worry about. The more customers
you swipe, the faster you’ll pay your
loan back, as Sureswipe will ensure
you aren’t running into further cash
flow constraints through flexible
repayment amounts.

Using Sureswipe CASH ADVANCE,
you can upgrade your store’s look
and feel, or buy that well-priced
stock your suppliers have been
enticing you with. How you use
the money is up to you, and there
are no unreasonable sureties
or guarantees needed for you to
qualify for CASH ADVANCE.

CASH ADVANCE.

○○ You can buy stock in bulk at

○○ 10-day turnaround on CASH

preferred pricing and drive
increased return and revenue.
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van or scooter without applying for

HOW CASH ADVANCE WORKS, AND CAN HELP YOU:

ADVANCE applications.
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For more information,
email us: callme@sureswipe.co.za
or visit www.sureswipe.co.za
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INTEGRATED PAYMENTS FROM SURESWIPE
Sureswipe’s Integrated package is available (and
compatible) with the following point of sale systems:

UNLOCK GREATER FUNCTIONALITY, PROFITABLY
WITH SUPERIOR VISIBILITY OF CARD SALES
Whether you own one or multiple retail outlets, you can improve your transaction
reconciliation and enhance your customers’ shopping experience by keeping better
track of card payments. Through Sureswipe’s recent acquisition of Concorde
Solutions, Sureswipe can now provide retailers with higher card purchase volumes
an Integrated Payment solution.

WHO INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS IS FOR:
○○ Sureswipe’s Integrated solutions are targeted at
high-volume retailers who use a POS system.
○○ Restaurants, retailers and take-aways can also
take advantage of Integrated Payments to ensure
that all card payments are matched to
the products they sell in their POS.
○○ Multiple store owners can use Integrated
Payments to link all stores for improved
management reporting and less guess-work
when it comes to reconciling card payments.

HOW INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS WORK
○○ Reconcile card payments like a pro. Payments are integrated into your POS so
that it’s easier for you to take control of your business.

○○ Micros

○○ Vision POS

○○ GAAP

○○ React POS

○○ ARCH Retail

○○ Legend POS

○○ Pilot Software

○○ InfoDynamics

SURESWIPE’S INTEGRATED PAYMENTS
SOLUTION OFFERS YOU:
○○ Lightning fast transaction speed – 2-5 seconds
○○ Point-to-point encryption for enhanced security
○○ Contactless transactions – ‘tap and go’
○○ Acquiring services with competitive rates
○○ Bundled pricing that includes on-site support
○○ Simple reconciliation with email and web-based reporting.

At Sureswipe, we offer a unique service – A one-stop-shop for all card payment
related queries that covers payment hardware, POS integration, communication
and acquiring services. An integrated payments solution can help your business
accept card payments faster, more accurately and safely through your existing
point-of-sale.

○○ Easy and simple POS integration is possible. We simply connect the Integrated
payments device and software to your POS machine. You don’t need to buy a
new POS systems, as Sureswipe’s Integrated Payments offering already works
with a number of leading POS systems.
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For more information,
email us: callme@sureswipe.co.za
or visit www.sureswipe.co.za
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